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ONE FOR SORROW, TWO FOR JOY AND OTHER POEMS 

By Vinita Agrawal  

 

Mynahs were crucial to our happiness during school days 

Sighting one, signified sorrow 

Two, joy. 

Three was for letters 

Four for a boy 

Five for silver, six for gold 

Seven for a secret never to be told 

We pined for two always -  

two warm, coffee colored, yellow-beaked birds 

hopping innocuously, unaware that they were making or breaking our day. 

* 

Fifty now, I rarely step out, so I rarely spot them. 

But when I do, I desire to see just the one. 

Sorrow, the faithful one. 

Better permanence than ephemera...  

Better something that watches over you no matter where you are 

Tucks you in to bed at night 

Wraps your mind in its folds 

it's tight fist closed over every beat 

of your thudding heart. 

 

At fifty, school days seem imaginary 

Days where games were everything 

Or vice versa 
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Where two gawking birds set the dictum to the day. 

I couldn't shed my burdens on the poor mynah now, if I tried.  

Couldn't unhitch sorrow's backpack from my shoulders 

and lay it like a dirty brown rag on sunny emerald grass 

Couldn't depend on ochre clawed two-for-joys  

to walk over it, transforming my day, just like that. 

 

 

THE BONSAI 

 

with aerial roots 

strives to be a forest in a living room 

despite the shallow chlorosis. 

Each root, each shoot 

breathes air from a fan  

and soaks in patches of mottled sunlight. 

The horticulture of growing great trees 

in tiny trays and beakers 

is all about careful trimming and wiring 

good soil and peat 

so that bark grows upon bark 

thickens with an infinite yearning to survive 

sometimes even flowering. 

A reflection of a vast landscape in miniature 

A nerve to live 

gloriously, valiantly  

on mere spoonfuls of water. 

And as the moisture makes heavy the roots, 

colors start to glimmer on its branches 
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displaying a desperation  

to be spared from oblivion. 
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